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It's 10 a.m...
DoYouKnow
Where ¥ourC'ar'ls?. - . " - .,.' - ' - .
by Marianne Flagg
faculty needs through 1986. Many students
and their leaders do not agree. They say the
Pavilion and Morrison Center will
'exacerbate an already bad situation, and
, the people caught in the parking crunch will
N ANY GIVEN weekday at Boise be students.
State University, 'a student ,In the middle of the fray, and a frequent
fresh from his 9:40 .a.m. class target of attacks: by students, is Diamond
strolls' casually across the Parking.
campus to remove .his car from its illegal' -n-'-=---d-P--' -k-'.------
resting place inthevisitors lot in front of .tamond ' ar. Ing .
the AdlTllnistnitionbuilrling..'· ," .. ' . For disgruntled stjideilts" whosayJhey
.It is t~e~e that he finds hisear-wearing ..' !H!"~'.:lifficulty :fhidiiigparki'rig'sphti"o:s'tli'i'd
not one, but three; decorativevparking are fed up with paying fines, Diamond
tickets. His outrage is total and public. Parking is a heavy, theBSU administra-
Throwing down his books, he rips the tion's leg-breaker, Clint Eastwood with pad
tickets from the windshield and lashes the and pen. But both. Diamond Parking
air with them, heaping invectives upon the, General Manager Bob Seibolt, and BSU's
"fascist pigs" who wrote the tickets. Director of Administrative' Services;
This scenario would be more. extreme, Gordon Phillips, say that Diamond is
one might imagine, had the car been towed, merely enforcing the existing university
and ensconced in the parking garage of AI's parking policy.
Automotive Repair and Towing; Phillips said six or seven years ago the
With the Multi-Purpose Pavilion nearing university policed its own parkinglots, but
completion and the Morrison Center onits decided to turn that burden over to another
way toward a Fall 198;fcompletion date, agency when it became too expensive and
student rumblings about the lack of cumbersome to manage. The job of BSU
parking spaces on campus become more parking control then fell to Boise City and
numerous and acute. The administration it too relented when a "PR problem"
claims parking accommodations are developed between the university communi-
sufficient to meet student," staff, and ty and. the city.
1------:----::-..;....;......--_---:...._--'----'-----.,...----'----:---.,...--.,...-· - -~,...,--------------.-.,...-------
A,R.ace for the' Statehouse
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The stadium parking lot .. Photo. by Brad KUrtz.
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Sovtwo years ago, Phillips said, the
University took bids from private parking
firms-to contract out the job. Diamond
Parking, a Seattle-based company, won the
bid.
The contract drawn up between the
university and Diamond is a simple one: the
University pays Diamond $350 per month"
($4,200 per Year) to administrate the BSU
parking policy. That $4,200 is pure profit
for Diamond, its management fee for being
on campus. Funds from. parking fines, the
sale of $7.50 general parking decals, and
$12 from the sale of $40 reserved-space
parking decals go into the administrative
budget for Diamond. From this pool -of
money, Diamond hires its on-campus
employees, pays the cost· of signing and
" striping, and security.
Diamond's estimated total expenses for
this year, excluding its' $4,200 management
fee, are $40,944.
The balance of the money from the sale
of reserved decals ($28 per' decal) helps fill
the university's unrestricted scholarship
fund. Parking funds going' into the
scholarship for the academic year
1982-1983 total $18,000.
.. Phillips said the parking situation breaks
even. "Last year, our net income was
$927," he said." ,
Seibolt concurs. "People think we're
here (on 'campus) getting rich, butou~
interest is in controlling parking not
collecting dollars," he said. (Seibolt
Continued 10 page 7 •
governor, he would be a good salesman and
,tr'y to attract new business into the state,
particularly in the agricultural field.
Batt stressed his experience and "history
of being able to work with people in
resolving complex problems. " He criticized'
the student.
Evans took credit for several measures to
improve thestate's economy, including the
Job Credits Bill, the hotel/motel tax, and
the establishment of the Division' of
Economic and Community Affairs. He
took issue, however, with the charge that he
had an anti-business . attitude. ."That's
purely politica!,"hesaid, "I'm a
..businessman myself. I don't think they can
make an issue out of that. I'm not
anti-business; I'm pro-Idaho.vBvans said
he had provided effective and efficient state
government, and had' slimmed down the"
size of state government during his term of
office.
Evans said he was opposed to-the idea of
tuition for Idaho students. He said thai in
other .states .where. such an approach had
been implernented.ithe costs' to . students
.had risen dramatically .•. "I dCl1l:twant'to,
force studentsoutof college to the point
where only the children of the rich can
afford it," he said.
,David Leroy and Mike Mitchell will
opposeelJch other for,the state's second
highest position, that" of lieutenant
govemor • Mitchell . is unopPosed-in the
'd~moeratic primary,'andLeroy's only
opposition ,is . from . Hayden Lake'
Continueti (apage '}J .'
He said he would support a
constitutional amendment allowing tuition
to be charged to residents who attend Idaho
colleges. "It would be a way of beefing up
funding for higher education and would
not necessarily result in higher costs for
J ,.
by Kevin Swain...._. ....-... . . .
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.HE STATE OF Idaho's economy
is the central issue in the 1982
gubernatorial race, The two
. republican challengers, Ralph
. Olmstead and Phil Batt, have attacked
Governor John' Evans for having an
ami-business, anti-growth attitude that has'
hurt the Idaho economy, a charge Evans
hotlydenies.
Olmstead, Speaker of the House,
criticized Evans for his veto of $33 million
'in property tax relief, and for his veto of a
bill repealing the "Little Davis-Bacon Act,
.but agreed with Evans on the passage of
billsaIlowing for investment "tax credits,
industrial revenue bonds, and conforma-'. .
lion to the Fe~eral IRS Code •. " ..; ..•••.....' :,students,'f hesaid, .. .... . .
Ohpstead identifies'himself strongIy,with':OImstead is opposed in the primary!>y'
, ~heReagan Adinhlist~t!on,saying heis., Phil. Batt; who ,is leavirig his post as
~'theone C;aildidate hi step with the Reagan,: Iieute~llintgoverpor to run ,:for.the
cons~ative. philosophy, and the' one ,govc:mor's chair; Batt said the 'statemusi
;candidllte who doeso't-believein,waStefuJ ' 'p~~forelletgyexpansionif Idaho is to
spendirig~~~. . '. . a~ttact.new. busmess. He said iliat, as'
The Governor's !fcenseplaie. Photo b)' 'Orad Kurtz.
E.valls, for using a "technique of
confrontation with the legislature which' is
ineffiCient and unproductive. "He also said
thatEvans'pr:i?:-business stance is recently,
acQuh:e(L~attsaid' he would suppOrt a "
.:tuitionbiUo~lyif it ,coritaineda lliniton the'
percentage c>f: instl;Uctional costs paid by.
, . "., .
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i/2Block SO. of University on Oroadway'
Mon-Thur 10:30 'am to 10 prn
Fri-Sat 10:30 am to 1'1pm
Sunday 10:30 am to 7 pm
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.;::::I Ij\L': :Eve'~lfldonrt kn~w' .
.~Hm : ·.what- a Calzone Dlnner~~~==~
lllllll:: is, I do.know I want ,e§lou,oni....... -....... f' h 0 f.::;;:: two:' or t .e·Rtlce 0 .one.
Dols. Av•• at Capitol Dlvd.
VILLA CALZONE Op.n.veory day from
Ourpi?:za crust encloses tender slices of Canadianbaccn, 6:30a.m.·10p.m.
homemade Italiansausage, green pepper, mushrooms and : Coupon good now thru
Mozzarella cheese. All topped with our very own homemade - . May 16
spaghetti sauce, and served with your choice of Homemade Soup
or a fresh Dinner Salad. ".gular Prlc.: 5.90 .ach. . aft.r 4:30p.m. only. DSU• fI :.:..•.• I~
tJ)~B}-.r
• SOUP
e SALAD
e SANDWICHES
~. DEER
• WIHE
e SODA
Monday' Thunday
3 ..... to Close
Buy ono Large sandwich
and get a Pitcher of
Boer for only $100
•• < • :. J- e..•' :.: .: .•' ." :.' •..•: .•' .•::. :........ fI; ,.. , • ~..
If you are married or if you
ever intend to marry Enriching
Your Marriage-A Tune Up for
Partners in Love is for you.Tt is
also for anyone who is,interested
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Dr. Clark Swain is a Professor
of Marriage and Family Studies
at Boise State University and has
taught. over 20,000 university
. students in rnarr iage and
parenthood classes. ,
He is a clinical member for the
American' Association of Mar-
riage-and Family Therapy and a·
member' of the Association of
Couples for Marriage Enrich-
ment:'·, . ',r.'.,.,_ ",
$7.95
in enhancing success and
happiness.
You who are single who plan
to marry need to know the truth
about love and the key
characteristics of compatible
love relationships. Knowing this
you can shop more wisely in the
"Market of Love." For those
who are now married the book
Enriching Your Marriage by Dr.
Clark Swain teaches -how to
enrich a basically good mar,
riage, how to stabilize an
unstable marriage' and how to
reconcile so called "I rreconcil-
able differences. ".
Dr. Swain will be available at
the BSU 'Bookstore to autograph
copies of his book:
2 - 5 p.rn. Thursday May 6th
2 - 5 p.rn. Friday May 7th .
Available At
lFiE BOOKSTORE
, I.wJBoIs& state'Unlverslty
page2eUNIVERSITYNEW§. M~YS-IO,J982"
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--------~215 MainSt.
TRY US FOR LUNCH & DlNNER
AT REASONABLE P-RICES!!
HAMBURGER & FRIES Sl.85
,CALL IN YOUR ORDER! WE DELIVER FROM: 1:1AM TO T PM .. .. -"'.
VIE ALSO HAVE DELICIOUS ICE CREAM SODAS
AND SERVEBEER& WINE
MON-THURS 7AM-8PM FRI7AM.;9PM SUN 10AM-2PM
weddtngs begin at
15%.off all wedding ..•.. .0and engagement rlngs
purchased before June 30th!
Open until 9:00 p.rn, Friday
Hoff BUilding - 343';3172
News--Real
by Pacific
News Radio
Nazis Helping to Build
Argentine Avbomb
The British Broadcasting Corporation
says key scientists from Nazi Germany are
helpiag.A!Re.!i!i.nabuild the atomic bomb.
Furthermore, the1UfCsays, the present
West German government may have been
using Argentina as a base for its own
nuclear weapons experiments, evading a
1954 treaty banning such research on
German territory. The architect of the
Argentine Nuclear Program is said to be
Dr. Walter Schnurr, a leading Nazi scientist
who calls Argentina "my second
Fatherland." In an interview with the BBC,
he revealed that he was invited back to
Germany to study nuclear power in the late
fifties. The knowledge he brought back
.helped the Argentines build a plant capable
of producing high-grade plutonium. The
BBC says the plant-still under
construction-will be able to produce ten
nuclear bombs a year. The Guardian,
London, April 17.
Jobless Youths
Students who haven't nailed down a
summer job by noware facing a long, hot
summer. The sagging economy and federal
aid cutbacks could sendteenage
unemployrnenr-already ~t'a I7-year
high-sup over the 25percent mark-and you
can double that for blacks. Nine out of ten
US cities will be reducing the number of
public works jobs. Employment counselors
say the best bets are traditional low-paying
positions-oat ~ummer camps, fast-food
restaurants and gas stations. But there
won't be many office jobs: temporary
placem'ent services say their demand is
down, and working mothers who usually
take the summer off are staying on the job
to make more money.
No News Is Good News
The Agriculture Department is doing
something about the gloomy statistics
indicating real farm income is lower than at
any time since the great depression. On
orders from Agriculture Secretary John
Block, department economists will no '
longer calculate the statistics. Critics say
the new policy amounts to a cover-up, but
mock insists the new plan of.releasing
reports every six months, instead of"
monthly, will be more accurate.
Washington Post, Apri/4.
Hospital Malnutrition-' -
When you're visiting a sick friend in the
hospital, don't bring flowers-bringfood,
As many as half of all patients hospitalized
for more than two weeks become "
malnourished, and a University of
Alabama study says those patients are three
times as likely to die as the ones who .
maintain a regular diet. Sick people
generally lose their appetites, researchers
say, and doctors are seldom trained to spot
the symptoms of malnourishment.
Dietician Melinda Saltzberg says it's' up to
the patient or friends to correct the
problem: unless the patient is on a
restricted diet, shc says, they should
demand adequate food or have visitors
bring meals from home. American Health;
June 1982.
FCC Deregulation to
Breed Generation of
Screaming Kids,
The producer of public television's
highly-praised "Big'BlueMarble" for kids
says parents are going to regret their failure
to speak out against the deregulation of
television. Clare O'Brien says children have
been protected 'from hard-sell advertising "
on TV, but "now the heat's off'-theycan
more or less go in and leech the kid' .
audience. "Unrestrictedadvertising, she
adds, will put kids "'under mount~. "
commercial pressuJ:e to whine and throw'
tantrums for,goodies onthe,tube.~'· Stattle
Pos~.lI:'ielligen~r,April Z6;': ' " :
(left to right) President Keiser receiving his present from ASBSU Senator Weldon
Smith. Hobo musician at last Wednesday's stadium yard sale. Photos by Steve Malaskey,
Hoboes On The March
by Colleen Bourhill
Over 400 hoboes invaded Boise's street
corners Friday morning. Tin cups ill hand,
they solicited donations from both
motorists and pedestrians as part of a
campaign to raise money for Vo-Tech
scholarships. "I would say this is the best,
most successful hobo march that we've ever
had," said Charles '''Chick'' Quinowski,
coordinator for the event. ,
111. addition to the march itself, students
accepted pledges and set up donation boxes
at local businesses. "We've always in the
past just panhandled. This year we set up a
pledge system where (students) could go out •
and find someone who would ..match what ,
they made in the streets," Quinowskisaid'
Approximately $10,000 was raised
through the event, All of the proceeds will. ,
go to the Hobo March Scholarship Fund to
benefit Vo-Tech students.' . '
The drive for donations was part of
Hobo March Week, celebrating the 50th
Anniversary of the School. of Vo-Tech
, Education. Other events included a Hobo
Jungle Yard Sale, a Presidential Luncheon,
and the unveiling of a restored calliope, one
of three remaining in the United States.
There was something for everyone at the
yard sale, held in' the Bronco Stadium
parking lot Wednesday and ·Thursday. "It "
wasreally surprising that we had so much
merchandise for the sale," said Weldon
Smith, vice .president of the Student
Coordinating Committee. "There was
everything from clothes to tires, odds and.
ends for houses,and books." A 1974 Audi,
donated for the sale, sold 'at $1,580: A
camperwaspurchased for $500. '
"It was almost like a carnival," said
Quinowski. "We had the 'dunking tank,
live music; and a popcorn rnaching down
there. Everything just went over great;"
The program is, unprecendented in ' any .
. college or university. Faculty and students
work together in behalf of students through
scholarships and loans."
The $7000 gained fromthe yard sale goes
to the Bill Curtis Memorial Emergency
Loan Fund.
Contributions by former faculty mem-
bers were honored at the Presidential
Luncheon, another part of the week's
activities. President John Keiser was also
honored for his contribution to the students
of Vo-Tech. "One of the significant steps
in leadership he (Keiser) provided was in
getting a baccalaureate degree option for
ivocational students," Quinowski said. ,
, The calliope, donated to BSU in 1971,
and restored by Vo-Tech students and
faculty, was dedicated in a ceremony ,on
Tuesday. Mike Short, Chairman of the
Calliope Restoration Committee, said "We
understand that there are three' in the
United States like the one we have. One's
back East in a museum, one's, in a small
llIinois town, and the other's here at BSU."
Transported' ,to Boise in 1959, the
calliope was purchased from a circus
performer in Salamanca, New York. From
1959-71, the calliope was played at many
BSU and community functions, including
football games and parades.
Gradually, Short said, the calliope began
to wear out. "It was parked underneath the
stadium for years. Pipes were stolen off of
ito-it was badly tom up. Once in a while it
was pulled out to be played. How the thing
ever managed to play, a straight tune is
beyond my wildest imagination.','
The restoration took two years of
volunteer work by staff, faculty, and
students, Short explained. The entire unit is
probably worth about $50,000 in its
restored condition, he added.
'H,e' ,',a'r ,y" ,e, President of Student Affairs, at a Public
, Hearing in the SUB on April 30. ' ,
H ' ,Y , The increase raised the student health, ear. e insurance fee from $i9 to $30 per semester;the facllities building fee was raised fromby.' ,Teresa: Zrazik"' $SO t~ $S5 per semester per flJll~time
student; and residence haIl room and board'
,A rate,andJee increase for BSU,students "rates were increased by 6\iZ percent, while
was ,'approved' by Dr. ',Davkl·1'aylor.Vice I ,familY housing apartment rates went up 5
ASBSU Report:
Budget
Settlement
Wind Down
by Colleen Bourhill
,Both the ASBSU Senate meeting last
Wednesday and Monday's caucus were
devoted to making decisions about 1982-83
funding for BStJ clubs, organizations, and
entities. The ASBSU Senate must, with
'recommendations from the FAB (Financial
Advisory Board) and ASBSU President
Continued to pai:e 7·
Wry Litterateur:
Ivan Doig,
by Teresa Zrazik
Ivan Doig, , the final guest in BSU's
Writers and Artists Series, spokeon "How
a Non-Fiction Book Happens" on April 22
in the SUB.
Doig, whose book This House of Sky
won the National Book Award in the'
category of Contemporary Thought,
'discussed how that book came into being
and also offered his personal ideas on the
creative process of writing.
The idea for Sky originated, during the
Nixon presidency at the point Watergate
was occurring, Doig said, and gained
momentum when ,he decided that one
didn't have to be a "defrocked politician or
a tinsel-covered star" to be the central
figure of a book. However, he spoofed,
personal novels such as these may in the
future be considered the "dandruff of
society" from historical and literary
perspectives. ,
This House 0/ Sky is' based in White
Sulfur Springs, Montana, and centers
around Doig's, his father's and' grand-Imother's lives on the Camas sheep ranch.
"The book stems from Doig's personal
I recollections of life on the ranch as a
!12-year-old. ' .
I Doig said he was motivated to. branch off
into novel-writing when he became tired of
free-lancing articles for magazines. He
quipped he'd had enough of magazine
editors and likened his dealings with them
It took Doig six years to finish the first
, quarter of "Sky" and 17weeks to finish the
last three quarters of the book. Doig said
the last three quarters carne. together so
quickly because his agent had located, an
interested publishing house. "
"In the publishing world, the governing
I god is not Morpheus, but Murphy," Doig
i observed drily. 'This remark was made in
reference to upheavals within Harcourt-
IBrace, the publishing house Sky had been
.sent to. "
However, despite major personnel and
philisophy changes within Harcourt-Brace,
Doig's book was published. Within a few
weeks, 15,000 copies were sold; ,
Doig did offer this advice to aspiring
writers. He said it is important to develope
the habit of writing every day, and cited
Flannery O'Conner's comment in support
of this, "If you don't sit there.every day,
the day it comes you won't be there." .
Doig has written two other books. One',
Winter Brothers is currently being made
into 'a PBS documentary. The other The
Sea Runners is scheduled to be published
this fall. .
. The Writers and Artists Series is funded
by the National Endowment for the Arts,
,the BSU English Department, the BSU
Honors Program, Boise Cascade Corpora-
tion, the Book Shop, the Idanha Hotel and
other Boise businesses.
percent.
The increase raises the total registration
fee for all full-time undergraduate students
to $350.50.
Not a, singlestudent attended the 'public
hearings; ,Dave Boerl, '.Assistant Student
Residential Life Director, said this'is the
, second year in a row that 1\0 students have
shown up. '
\
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Well, President Leopoldo Galtieri ~nd
Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher have
finally got their body count; maybe now
that pride.icountry, and the sovereign way
have had theirsacrifice both countries can
get down to productive negotiations. Or .
can they? Each country has its own
particular military strength, its own friends
or allies in high places, and probably access
to nuclear capabilities (see News Real page
3). Yet; the sticking point in negotiations
over the Falklands has been the obsolete
notion of sovereignty, an idea that plagues
modern' history. But there are alternatives
to absolute sovereignty and models of
power-sharing in many small territories all
over the world. This week Pacific News
Service editor Jon Stewart, who has written
widely on the evolution of the nation-states
writes about how the solutions for the
Falklands must lay with these future-
models rather then with the political, relics
of the past. .
The Falkland Islands cnsis has come
down to life and death terms, perhaps on a
large scale, because it is framed in absolute
black and white terms. Both Argentina and
Britain claim sovereignty over the desolate,
wideswept rocks, and' the question of
sovereignty allows for no compromise.
The solution, if there can still be one, is
clearly to remove the issue of sovereignty
from the negotiations and find a suitable
alternative in which to frame the dispute.
The question of sovereignty, after all, is a
distinctly "Modern" idea intruding into the
post-modern age. It is' an obsolete notion
about the relationship between peoples or
territory and the "sovereign"-an idea that
arose in 16th century Franch, produced the
bloody Napoleonic Wars, gave rise to the
great modern nation-states. and led to the
mayhem and chaos of World Wars I and II.
But the idea of sovereignty--and the
nation-states produced by that idea--have
long been in decline; Britain itself is a good
example of a powerful state that has never
quite become a nation; witness the
nationalist stirring in Scotland, Wales and
Ireland. And Argentina may be an example
of a cohesive .nation that has never
managed to cecome an effective state:
witness the numerous coups and the
disasterous rule of the generals.
Yet both Britain and.Argentina now are
mounting al.9th century-type war (albeit
with 20th century weapons) over a 19th
century idea: the notion that a state can and
should exercise sovereign power over. a
subject people and/orterritory. In Britain's
case, the claim to territory--S,OOOmiles
away-vis especially absurd; while in
Argentina's case the claim to the.
people--Britons--is equally absurd.
But if sovereignty is no longer a
legitimate political idea, what' are the
alternatives? Political independence has
been the preferred alternative for most
subject colonies in the 20th century. But
clearly, independence as a nation-state is
not a suitable solution for a' few highly
dependent, isolated' islands composed of
I,S()(l people and tens of thousands of
sheep. Independence ..under such circum-
stances would be as absurd as the dispute
over sovereignty that now rages.
But just .as there must be alternatives to
British or Argentine' sovereignty, so must
there be alternatives to subjugation or
. independence.
In fact, the alternatives are. numerous
and models of them abound all over the
globe-especially iri small territories, often
islands, where the inhabitants are culturally
distinct from the culture of the :nearest
nationa territory. The Hong Kong
solution-a long-term lease by one state
(Britain) superimposed over the territorial
sovereignty over another state (China)--is
the' most obvious. It already has been
discussed and rejected.
But other alternatives exist.
The concept of "power sharing" is
increasingly relevant to an increasingly
inierdependent world. "Shared
so~ereignty'" may sound like ;a s'elf-
Continued to page /3 •
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Building Toward Mideast Eruption?
The Innocent BystanderAppreciation
Growing UpThis is a letter of appreciation toPresident Marlyss Fairchild, Vice-President
Deana Gibler, Senator Naomi Peck,
Senator Terry Ratliff, Senator Helen Holt,
and Senator Greg Waller.
The reason I'm also addressing it to the
University News is because' I want the
Student Body at BSU to know how quickly
and efficiently these people responded to
the management and staff of KBSU-FM.
Last Thursday, April 22, an emergency
staff meeting was called to discuss some
rumors that were circulating concerning the
new-administration and KBSU-FM. As is
common knowledge, there had been
trouble in the past year at KBSU which
resulted in the hiring of a complete new
management staff at the station. Because of
the way the situation was handled there
were questions left unanswered and egos
bruised. Once more; it seemed that the
station was going to' be plunged into
·turmoil. We called a meeting which was .
held at my apartment and at the last minute
it was decided that all of the Senate and
ASBSU officers should be invited to hear
our concerns and to answer the many
questions that we had. So, on the first day
of the new Administration and at a very last
minute request, the' above mentioned
people made the time to attend our
meeting.
These people listened carefully and
responded honestly to our questions. We
found out quickly .that their campaign
promises were sincere and they were there
to serve. us as students and as a student
funded organization. The staff and
management were delighted and. pleased by
the kind of response V(ereceived.
This' letter -is not only one of
appreciation; but to urge all students to feel
free to take advantage of the present
ASBSU Administration's open door policy .:
I don't think you'll be disappointed-owe
certainly weren 't,
. Charlotte A. Mixon
Business & Public Relations Manager
by Arthur. Hoppe
Scene; The Heavenly Real Estate Office. The Landlord is happily rummaging
through' his Galaxy Construction Kit while singing: "A couple of jiggers of moonlight
and add a star. ,. " His business agent, Mr. Gabriel, enters, Golden Trumpet in hand.
The Landlord: Now I know I had a jar of moonlight in here somewhere ...
Gabriel': Excuse me, sir, but you really must do something about that little blue-green
planet that you love so well. . .
The' Landlord: Earth? Oh, pish and tosh, Gabriel, everything is going according to
plan, I believe.
Gabriel: Plan! Good you, sir, the present tenants have become certifiably
undesirable. Not only are they still mucking up the property but now they are on the
verge of blowing up the whole shebang.
The Landlord (sighing): Yes, yes, Gabriel. I know. And I had such high hopes for
them., . '
Gabriel: For the likes of them? Really, sir, they've been quarreling and squabbling
and vandalizing ever since you gave them the lease. Honestly, they behave as though
. they thought thr y owned the place. .
The Landlord: They were merely children, 'Gabriel.
Gabriel: And as, they've grown older, they've grown worse. Now they not only
pollute your air and your waters, but' they threaten to make the property uninhabitable.
(raising his Golden Trumpet) By every sound principle of business management, I must
sound The Eviction Notice.
The Landlord: (holding up his hand): No need for that, Gabriel. They are taking The
·Test. And if they fail, they will evict themselves. .
Gabriel (frowning): Yes, they are the only species in your universe on whom you have
bestowed the you-like (cq) power of self-eviction. I can't for the life of me understand
why,. not when they're so childish, so irresponsible, so .. , .'
The Landlord: Because I had such high hopes for them, Gabriel. Obviously I didn't
put t~em on that tiny planet in a corner of my vast cosmos for them to dwell in such
meaninglessness forever. They are even now just beginning to set forth for my stars to
.achieve my purpose for them.
Gabriel: Which is? .
The Landlord (smiling): My secret. But for million~'of years. I have patiently
watched them grow. And now at last, the time has come for thereto cast aside the
capricious trappings 'of childhood and assume the' responsibilities of adults. But can
they, Gabriel? Have they grown up enough? That is why I am administering The Test.
Gabriel: The Test, sir? .
The Landlord: Oh, it's quite simple really. I merely gave them the secret of unlimited
energy to see what they would do with it. .
Gabriel: And if they pass?
The Landlord: Why, they will use unlimited energy to eliminate hunger and want and
any conceivable reason for nations and wars; And, with unlimited energy; they will be
able to voyage out among my stars in maturity and brotherhood [0 achieve my purpose.
Gabriel: And if they fail? . ' .
The Landlord (sadly shaking his head): Well, I suppose I shall just have to find
another species. .,' .'
Gabriel: (admiringly):. That's' ingenious, sir! You've. com.pleiely eliminated the
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Delivery,By
lilt
BAWDN
BUfRXW
••••••••••••••••
RENT IT
QUIK•
i'TV &APPLIANCE:
• TV-STEREO-VCR- :
: WASHER & DRYERS - :
• REFR.-MICAOWAVE..; •
: DISHWASHER :
•ii
• NO DEPOSIT '.
: CREDIT APPROVED IN STORE •
" DELIVERY •
• 5263 EMERALD:
: 376 ..7830 :•••••••••••••••••
with Special Guests:
The Lights
The Plague
Billie'Bee~~~Stingers
Friday • May 7, 1982 • 6:00 p.m.
O'Connor Fieldhouse • Caldwell
Tickets: $6.00 Advance, $7.00 At The Door
~" ,
" AVDUDblD DI: v BUDGET TAPES & RECORDS '
~ 104 v THE SOUND TRACK
,.. v MUSICLAND (Nampa)
v CoIl BOOKSTORE
, Next
time you and,
the gang are '
out to paint.the . ' '.
town red, try our place
- The Red Robin.
Here. you'll find every- " "
thing to make your night out one to
remember-28 different Gourmet
Burgers plus other incredible edibles,
an almost unlimited array of exotic
'libations, ~nd
hothors ..
d'oeuvres, All
~,
:,,',',',',,'.,, ", , served in an a,tmos-'/ " , ' . phere offunand
frivolity,
~, ' r And we won't nm down at sun-
down. Because we're open adult
hours.
So fly to where the action really
, is -,-The Red Robin.
ti
'.5AMEmCNS GOURMET BURGER MAKER
& MASTER MIXOLOGIST . ™
tit
ONTHELAI<E AT PARK CENTER
'EASTON BEACON OFFBBOADWAY·
~OPENEVERVpAYIIAM -lAM
........
~
~~I ..•••
TOKENS
(1)
.per . ,
person. 1032 Broadway 342·6003
.. ----- .....--coupon' .-oi!!!!!""".
FAMILY GAME ROOM
CIVIL LIBERTIES
What are they? \,
Who wants them?
Who needs them?
A series of radio
documentaries:
FM' STEREO· 9O.i
Every Starting May 6, 1982
Thursday at 6:10 pm
BILL OF RIGHTS
RADIO ,EDUCATION
PROJECT,
National Endowment of
the Humanities, American
Civil Liberties Union,
Pacifica Foundation
GUARANTEEDUSED'VACS
=== $35.00 UP
OLSON KIRBY CO.
1029 BROADWAY
344-6561
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Jobs
The' Registrar's Office is now
. accepting applications for stu-
dents to work during summer
registration, Friday, June 4 from
, 3:00 p.m. to 7:00, p.m, Current
financial aid forms must be on file
with Career' & Financial Services
prior to employment.
If interested contact Carol
Johnson, Registrar's Office Ad-
min. 102 or call 385-1546 ...
Interviews
Academic internships in Wash-
ington, D.C are available for
student majoring in: Arts,
Humanities, Social Sciences,
Sciences, Business, and Labor
Studies.
Work-lind-learning placements
in: Federal Agencies, the Media,
Corporations, Congress, Non-
Profit Organizations, and Public
Interest Groups are also available.
Registration for summer school
at Boise State University will be
June 4 from 3 to 7 p.m, in the
BSU Gymnasium.· ,
More than 400 courses from 45
departments will be offered at
Boise State' during the two
Cuntinued to page /() •
Gel a full year of The
University News for $6,
delivered to your door by an
agent of the U.S. ' I'"
Government to boot. Allow
that agent two weeks to
deliver The University News,
1910 University Dr: Boise, lD
83725.
..
The University News is
published weekly by the
students of Boise State
University'. Contributions
and advertising are solicited;
the editors reserve all. rights.
Offices are located on the
2nd floor of the SUB. Hours
8:30 to 5:00 Monday through
Friday"38~-1464.
Name:
Address:
City: ' St. Zip
Summer School
Shoreline School District will
hold campus interviews ,on May
P(lge6. UNIVERSTTr NEWS. May 5~lO, 1982
> ",. <;,.1' 4 '., •. .",'
Many students attended last Friday's
CoorsIntramural Festival and Student
Programs Board Spring Fiing. From
Leftto right: Kone Hancock in midair.
Brady.Panapopoulous winds up.And a
Intramural sandwich advertisement.
Do You Know
Photos by Brad Kurtz.
problem. "I'd like to see plans started now
for a parking structure (and) eventually see
parking control returned to the students."
Fairchild said she think. its grossly unfair
ahar Towers residents should be ousted' to
accomodate Morrison Center patrons.>
BSUstudent John Woertendyke said "a
lot of students had no idea when they
bought decals that parking would be so
limited ..we've been hoodwinked." _
observations and a few ancillary sugges-
tions, but is arrived at one very important
conclusion: Boise State University has
enough parking space to accomodate its
needs through 1986.
The firm concluded in its report to BSU
'that "significant parking problems will not
occur with construction (of the Pavilion,
and the Morrison Center) primarily because
the peak demand for these facilities will be
in the evening hours when other
student/staff/visitor usage is the lowest."
According to Phillips 383 spaces are lost
now due to construction of the two
structures. He said when the Morrison
Center is built in fall 1983, all but 106
, spaces will be recovered.
Where Your"Car Is?
• Continued from cOI'er
manages all of Diamond's interests in
Boise, but says that the company owns no
land in the city. As with BSU, it enforces,
the policies of its lot owners.)
The State Board of Education sets the
prices of decals and parking fines,Phillips
said, and any student who wants to make
comments or criticisms should contact the
Parking Advisory Committee. The Com-
mittee , comprised of administration
members, faculty, and students, advises
BSU President Keiser on the parking
situation. Keiser than presents the
suggestions he endorses to the State Board
for its approval:
"The Parking Advisory Committee was
'created," Seibolt said, "to get the residents
of the campus involved in parking,
problems and to express criticism and
suggestions. We welcome it."
Among the more unpleas~nt. tasks
Diamond must carry out is, the towing of
cars belonging to recalcitrant drivers,
frequent and flagrant violators of parking
policy, Scibolt said university policy
dictates that "continual violators" --those
people 'with three' or more unpaid
tickets-must. be towed, along with those
cars parked in fire lanes and blocking
traffic.
He said that, more often than not,
violators are warned, repeatedly, before
their cars are towed.
"We don't relish towing away, those
cars," Seibolt said. '~We could tow half the The report acknowledges that student
, cars out there. If we towed all thecars on and staff will be "inconvenienced" during
the fourth offense, there wouldn't be any the Center's special events. Because 1,000
, cars out there. We forgive as many cars as .to 1,200 spaces will be needed for Center'
we give tickets to," he added. "We don't patrons (and because those patrons won't
have to let the violations become flagrant be asked to hike from the stadium to the
'before we tow, we leti: be that way because centers), the firm suggest that BSU set a flat
we want to warn people." fee for Towers lot usage during Morrison
Seibolt cautions, however, that the BSU Center events, thus discouraging student,
Parking Control office's altruism only goes' staff, and faculty use of the Towers lot.
so far. Some people don't get the hint. Towers residents will have to park in the
"We towed one gal eight times before stadium, a generous distance from their
revoking her right to park in BSU spaces. residence hall. .
"She must have had $500 in fines," Seibolt If Morrison Center events occur
marvelled. " concurrently with night classes, the night
Can Diamond legally tow cars away? parking in the administration tot, the
Yes. As property owner, BSU has the right library lot, and the liberal arts lot will be
to police its property and can delegate taxed well beyond capacity, and those lots
authority to Diamond. Once a car is towed, currently have near-capacity occupancy .:•A
it is impounded until the owner pays up. proposed shuttle -bus service for center
Diamond's leniency (or lack thereof) patrons from the stadium lot to the center
aside, the issue of space availability remains . has been all but scraped due to the assumed
the most vehemently debated one in regard inconvenience to patrons.
to campus parking. Does Boise.Stare have a This news does not cheer student leaders.
sufficient number of parking spaces? What Newly elected Associated Student Body
is sufficient: That depends on whom you President Marlyss Fairchild said "there are
talk. ' definitely not enough parking spaces' on'
..:.:.:.c:.:.:.--...,---="'--:- __ --'7'":----:;:--::-1 campus. I'm a commuter and I can see
E~oughParking Already? driving around campus that there aren't
Ayear ago this week, the Carl Walker -enough.": Fairchild disagreed. with the
and Associates parking consulting firm, in Walker report ("it was a one-time thing")
conjunction with BSU, conducted a field, and added that as a new member ,of the
study to determine the peak .usage of BSU Parking AdvlsoryCommitteecshe would
lots. The Denver firm made some like to see more '~student in-put" about the
Future' Parking at BSU
Hoodwinked or not, BSU students face a
$5 Increase in the cost of reserved spots
(upping it to $40), a $7.50 price for general
decals (although $2 will be refunded if a car
passes emissions inspection), and the reality
"You want me to walk from here to where?" Photo by Brad kurtz.
.that future parking needs' will overwhelm
the number of facilities which can easily
accomodate them:
At the present time, _BSU has' 800
reserved decal spaces, 2,OOOopen spaces (in
the stadium), and 1,500 general decal
spaces (4,600 decals are sold). During the
day-time peak (lOam) there is one space for
every three students.
The Administration p!ansto use the
stadium lot, for pavilion events. It' claims
that campus parking is sufficient if students
-will park in ~he stadium. The Walker report
states that "it is evident that the number of
general' decal spaces are just meeting
current peak, hour demands during the
daytime hours.' Any increase in daytime
. demand will have to be accomodated in the
stadium lot." The report claimed students
don't use the stadium; Fairchild said they'
do. All available parking plans for BSU
assume that' evening classes,Morrison
Center events, and pavilion events will not
be scheduled on the same evening. If they
are, the resultant convocation of vehicles
would resemble an automobile riot.
All parties-Diamond Parking, the BSU
administration, the Walker firm, and the
students-vagree 611'1>nl'inevitability: if the
current. lO,percent growth" m full-time
student enrollment continues, by 1986 an
in.creasein the number 'of parking spaces 0
WIn no longer beanissue fordebate.lt will "
be an unconditional necessity. .'
Budget
• Ciiillilllledfrom jJtJ?,e 3
Marlyss Fairchild, give final approval to
the entire budget before the end of the
school year. The new budget will be
effective July 1.
After budget hearings held two weeks
ago, the FAB submitted its budget
recommendations to out-going, ASBSU
President Tony Lund. The budget then
passed through the old senate to the hands
of current president, Marlyss Fairchild.
During the last two meetings Fairchild
presented her own proposals for the' ASB
entities that require large budgets, to
operate: KBSU, Student Programs Board
(SPB) , Recreation Board, and the ASBSU
Administrative Budget.
Fairchild's proposals differed little from
the original FAB proposals. The only
major difference was in her suggestions for
the SPB. The original budget was $82,450
including $36,800 to fund a major concert
to be held in the new Multi-Purpose
Pavilion. Fairchild dropped the concert
funding, proposing a budget total of
$44,050.
"I don't think we are financially capable
al this point to put on a concert," Fairchild
said. "Also, I don't think we have a staff
that's been exposed to the- facility
(Pavilion) that we'd be working with."
"The problem we've run into in the SPB
is that the staff, right now, can not
structurally concentrate in any oriearea,"
Fairchild continued. "They're going at it
haphazardly," she added. ,
Fairchild advocates setting up student
· internships under Dexter King, director of
. the pavilion. I·We've got the potential to
get students in there learning," she said ..
"Not just trial by error like we have right
now. We've got, good students. They just
need guidance'!'
It would be foolish to try to compete with
concerts that arel11):'eaClylined UP for the
pavilion, Fairchild said.' Performances by
Kris Kristofferson, John Denver,the Beach
Boys, Willie Nelson,' Steve Miller Band,
and the Ice Capades are included in a list of
possible performances in the pavilion to'
date. ' .
. The budget for the Recreation Board was
set at $14,157, by the FAB. Fairchild
recommendation was $26,615. Fairchild
felt, that the FAB,'s proposal. was
unreasonably low. The dollar amount was
less than-that received for the current year.
,'With ,'expanded facilities in' the pavilion
Fairchild deemed it necessary to increase
funding for supervision of the weightroom
and swimming pool in addition to
increasing hours for a door attendant.
Correction: In the April 21-27 issue of the
News, it ,was, reported, that, ASBSU
President Marlyss Fairchild will have her
· ·registration,.fees paid as a privilege of her'
'office. That policy has been changed. As of
Fall '82, the ASBSU President will be .
required to pay his/her own fees. President
Fairchild is" currently appealing that ~
.decision, ' ,
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Einancial.Ald ,Anniversary
Publication
allowed to take' another, 64 credit
hours in arts and sciences studies
to earn the bachelor's degree.
Advising procedures for voca-
tional technical students who wish
to begin further studies will be
coordinated by both schools, with
vo-Tech School assistant dean
Glen Linder and Margaret Peek
associate dean of Arts and
Sciences coordinating that effort.
Newsbriefs
Starting next fall BSU will raise
the academic standards that
students must maintain to receive
financial aid.
The reason for the change is
that funding for federal assistance
programs such as basic grants.
work-study. and student loans is
decreasing at the saine time that
demand for the money is'
increasing. according to Richard
Rapp, director of BSU's Office of
Career and Financial Services.
To assure that the most
deserving students, receive aid.
Rapp said next fall students on
academic' .probation, continued
probation. or who are being
reinstated after dismissal will not
be eligible to receive financial
aid ...
New Degree
c Continued Irom fla~'.!r,
summer sessionsvincluding spe-
cial topics classes. workshops.
tours. and evening classes.
The five.. eight. and' ten-week
summer school sessions begin
June 7, and a second five-week
session begins July 12.
Additional information is avail-
able through the BSU Office of
Continuing Education at 385-
329L.
BJC Reunion -.
Classes from the St. Margaret's
Hall era of Boise Junior College
days will be back on campus for a
reunion during Boise State
University's commencement
weekend May 15-16.
About 100 people are expected
to attend the reunion. with
registrations already received
from California. Washington and'
Idaho, according to BSUalumni
director Dyke Nally.
Nally said all former students
from the 1930's are invited to
attend, whether they graduated.or
not. Persons who attended Boise'
Junior College during those years
. and want to attend the' reunion
can contact the' BSU Alumni
Office at 385-1959· for more
information ...
Canadian Studies
Grant-
Graduates 'of two-year pro-
grams at BSU's School of
Vocational Technical Education
, may now earn bachelor of applied
science degrees from the BSU
School of Arts and Sciences.
The new degree. which 'is
recognized nationally, was ap-
proved in early March by the
Idaho State Board of Education.
Students, who graduate from "
the Vo-Tech program with a
minimum of 64 credits will now be
BSU has been awarded a $6.000
grant from the Canadian govern-
ment to plan a Canadian studies
minor at BSU, according to Dr.
Robert Marsh. associate professor
of criminal justice and coordi-
nator of the new grant.
Dr. William Keppler, BSU
Dean of Arts and Sciences said the
Canadian studies idea had a great
deal of. support from both the
Canadian government and the
BSU administration.
The purpose of' a Canadian
studies minor is to provide BSU
~tudents with an. understanding
and, appreciation~,ofGanadian
You can attend a Philippine
school recognized by' the
American Veterinary Medical
Association' or listed with the
World Health Organization,
Students are eligible to take
the ECFVG or ECFMG exam:
All programs are taught in
English,
FOR APPL1CATION AND DETAILS
CONTACT:
Foreign Educational Services
Landol International. Inc,
Route 2. Box 388
Delano, California 93215
Telephone 805/725-5536
Please Indicate which program
Veterinary or Medical - lor proper
appllcatton
Down with pea-
nuts and pretzels.
Hurray for The Red
Rob]n' s sizzl ing coli ec-
tum ofhors d'oeuvres! Like
our Mexican Pizza (carumbal) or
Nachos. Or our Potato Skins, Onion
Rings and homemade
Potato Chips.
So if your burger
. or beverage looks lonely,
get It a tasty companion. An
hors de'oeuvre extraordiuaire ~
from The Red Robin. i(J
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AMERICA'S GOURMET BURGER MAKER
& MASTER MIXOLOGIST 1M
ON THE LAKE AT PARK CENTER
EAST ONBEACON OFF BROADWAY
OPEN EVERYDAY l1AM"l ~AM
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culture, Marsh said. This will be
the first such program to be
offered inan Idaho school. ..
Censorship
MOTHER'S DAY IS MAY 9
• GIFT ITEMS
OUR COLLECTION OF PERSONALIZED
STA T10NE,RYIS DESIGNED TO FIT
, , EVERY BUDGET .
343-8821 1752 W. STATE ST.
(IN THE ~EW ALBERTSON'S MARKETPLACE)
"Despite media stories of book
burnings spreading across the,
nation, Idaho has remained
unfashionable and non-flamma-
ble." said Tom Trusky,' Boise
State University associate profes-
sor of. English. in his recently
completed report on Censorship
and Idaho Libraries. '
"In the last decade. there have
,been rio apparent statewide
campaigns by groups or Indlvidu-
als to censor books in Idaho
public libraries, but that' does not
mean thatthere is no censorship
at all," Trusky said.
Information for the report,
funded by a BSU faculty research
grant. was obtained by Trusky
from questionnaires which he sent
out to Idaho librarians in' July.
I981,'and from personal visits to
libraries throughout the state last
,November and December to
interview librarians and observe
their facilities .
According to Trusky, this is,the,
firsi such study of Idaho
libraries .. :
Renovation
Renovation of the university
snack bar this summer will make
it possible for the area to remain
open in the evenings beginning
nexi fall.
According to assistant SUB
director Mike Henthorne, the
$250.000 project will include a
new entrance" service area,
ceiling. carpet and chairs. as well
as a lighted stage area for
performers and an expanded
bakery.
The project' will be paid for
from student housing and student
union reserves, and, should be
completed in time for fall
semester, Henthorne said.
, The new snack bar design will
make it possible to close off the
area from the food service area so
that it can remain open in the
evenings. Henthorne said.
The remodeling' project has i
been designed by Arcl,itects. Inc., 'I!
Boise. and food service planner
Harold "Skip" Van Brundt , a
BSU alumni.
During summer school this
year, a temporary snack bar will
be located on the second floor of
the SUB in the Nez Perce Room.
Henthorne said ...
The creation of a special
anniversary publication spon-
sored bythe FacuityDevelopment
Committee of the Faculty Senate
is inthe offing. It will honor the
outstanding academic achieve-
ments of faculty members in the
last 50 .years. A committee of
facuity and administrators will
select a representative sample' of
faculty who' have distinguished
themselves and the institution by
.their scholarly activities, out-
standing, service. and inspired
teaching: We are asking each
facuity member, department
head, and administrator to
nominate someone to be consid-
ered for inclusion. Any faculty
member who has taught at the
school since its 'opening in 1932 is
eligible for consideration ...
Resettlement
Senators Steve Symms and Jim
McClure and Congressmen
George Hansen and Larry Craig
report a grant of $376,281 from
the _Department of Health and
Human Services to the Office of
Refugee Resettlement.
The total approved budget for
the program is $667,078. Today's
award is issued to provide federal
support for the third quarter of
1982. The program is adrninis-
tered through Boise State Univer-
sity statewide .. ,
Mining
More than 10 million acres of
the 31 million acres in Intermoun-
tain Region National Forests are
under lease or application for oil
and gas. according to Bill
Johnson, Regional Director of
Minerals Management. Nearly
98,000 acres are under lease or
application for coal; 117,634 acres
for phosphate; and 632,879' acres
'for geothermal energy. Leases
may overlap, .and some areas may
beleased for all four commodi-
ties,
"Right now we are experiencing'
a heavy play of oil and gas
development work within the
Overthrust Belt' of Utah, Idaho
and Wyoming, and a booming
'coal program in Utah." Johnson
said.
About 10,000 mining claims are
located each year on National
Forest System lands in Utah,
Nevada, ,western Wyoming. and
Continued to page j I c'
CORRESPONDENCE STUDY
in Idaho
·COURSES OFFERING COLLEGE CREDIT FROM:
Boise State University.
Idah.o State University,
Lewis-Clark State, College, and
University of Idaho
·HIGH SCHOOL COURSES
·REGISTER ANYTIME
·CONTINUE YOUR EDUCATION
·COMPLETE DEGREE OR CERTIFICATION
REQUIREMENTS ' " ,
·WORK AT YOUR OWN 'PACE. AT HOME
·.RECEIVEINDIVIDUAL -ATTENTION ON A
,ONE-TO-ONE BASIS
Send For - Correspondence Study Office'
OurF.ree ContinuingBducatlon Bldg .• Rm.1l4
Bullejin: UniversityOfIdaho '
Moscow; Iaho 83843
(208) 885·6641
EPA awarded $150,000 to this
pro3ram ...
• Continued/rom paze 10
The fee rate is $60 for each
participant. A special rate for
fouror more from the same firm
agency, or institution is $55 pe;
person. Lunch and coffee/tea
breaks are included at no extra
cost. Governmental agencies may
use a letter of authorization or a
purchase order.
For more information call or
write to: '
Oregon State University
Endeavors for Excellence
Continuing Education
Building
Corvallis, OR 97331
(503)754-2677. ..
Governor's Gala.
An evening filled with the
sounds of the big bands will
highlight the 1st Annual Gover-
nor's Gala, May 8th in Boise.
Howard and Carol Humphrey,
chairpersons in charge of this
year's gala said a special
appearance of former New
Orleans mayor Moon Landrieu,
will.headline the evenings activi-
ties. Music will be provided by
Gib and Jeanie Hochstrasser and
their "Kings of Swing".
The Governor's Gala is one of
Evans' major fundraisers in'
Idaho's Treasure Valley and: is
being sponsored by The Evans
Committee. Tickets for the gala
are available from any of the
county coordinators .or at .the
Evans Committee Headquarters
in Boise-.Prices arc $50 for adults
and $25 for students and senior
citizens.
For more information call
384-5753 ...
EPA Grants
A new citizen's organization,
Idaho Fair Share, will soon begin
building neighborhood chapters.
Unlike most citizen groups, Fair
Share is based on locatneighbor-
hood chapters.
A grass roots approach has
been effective in eight states where
Fair Share organizations exist,
including Oregon. Local issues
might be something like a
.dangerous intersection, or getting'
equipment for a playground.
Once a number of neighborhood
chapers are organized, representa-
tives are elected to a state council,
which considers state issues.
Neighborhood organizing is to
begin soon in Boise and soon after
in Northern Idaho. Fair Share
. directors also hope to begin
organizing.in Nampa and Cald-
well within a year'-
"One other distinction about
Fair Share," said Betsy Dunklin,
administrative director of Idaho
Fair Share, "we strive for
self-sufficiency. We expect mem-
bers to support the organization
'through dues. Oregon's fair
share, in four Years, is 80 per cent
supported' by member contribu-
lions. And we accept no govern-
Idaho Fair Sharesouthern Idaho. About 100,000
mining claims are maintained by
performance of 'annual assess-
ment.
Senators Steve Symms and Jim
McClure and Congressmen
George Hansen and Larry' Craig
announced today the award of
,.EP A grants to the Idaho
Department of Agriculture and
Health and Welfare.
The members of the Idaho
Congressional Delegation report
that $28,937 has been awarded to
the Department of Agriculture to
strengthen existing state enforce-
ment activities related to pesticide
law. The EPA previously awarded
$81,576 to this project.
The Idaho Department 'of
Health and Welfare will receive
$458,462 for a state-wide consoli-
dated water, solid and hazardous
waste management prograni. This
-is in addition to a former award of
$83,725: In a separate grant,
$187,100 has been approved to the
.Departrnent for the public water.
systems supervision program and
_ the regulation of. public water
systems supervision program and
the regulation of public water
drinking systems. Previously, the
Governor Johri Evans has
urged against relaxation of
-environrnental concemsin devel-
opment of the nation's natural
resources.
"Even in times Of national
recession, priorities dictate that
we maintain wise .and careful
stewardship of' our natural
resources base," he said.
"Monies expended on the
improvement of our natural
resources should not be consid-
ered inflationary,for the invest-
rnent will be repaid many times
over." ...
Dr. Kenneth A. Erickson,
Professor at the University of
Oregon, will present his work-
shop, "Effective Time Manage-
ment"in Boise at the Red
Lion-Riverside on Thursday, May
13, 1982 - 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.rn.
This workshop is designed for
persons wishing to improve their
time management skills.
If you think a "one-piece shell"is
an oyster lover's nightmare,
.you're n.-t ready for Memorex.
Onan oyster, a one-piece shell
would be big trouble.
But with Memorex cassettes,
it's a big benefit.
Using ultra high frequency
sound, we sonicallyweld the two
halvesof every Memorex cas,
sette totorrn a single, solid cas-
setteshell.
This single-unit construction
givesMemorex cassettesa struc-
tural rigidity which is critical to
precise tape-to-head contact.
Remember, even the slightest So put your nextrecording
variation in cassette shape canon Memorex. In HIGH BIAS II,
alter theway the tape comes in METAL IVor normal biasMRXI.
contact with the head,Which can Each hasa one,piece shell.
drastically affect sound repro- Which, on an oyster, is a bad
duction. idea.
That'swhy we prefer sonic But on a cassette, it's a
welding. real pearl.
It keeps our cassettestruJ(cl-.Jf@~'~~~!~~
ture astrue as our II
remarkable sound
reproduction.
Which, thanks to
our unique tape
formulation and an
extraordinary bind-
ing process called
Permapass,'" will
remain true to life
play after play. Even
after 1000 plays.
In fact, a Memorex
cassettewill alwaysde-
Iivertrue.sound.repro-
oucncn. orwef replace it. Free.
'...
• .~~:I\.'.'y" ..-:-'..~.,: ~~... - .
NOW MORE THAN EVER ..... --'
WEl$l: IS IT LIVE, OR IS IT. :~.
IVIEMOREX
Test it yourself. Hold a
Memorexcassette on both ends
and twist.Notice how rigid the
cassette is. How it resistsflexing,
ment money." A state office in
Boise will provide help to
neighborhood groups, and a
regular newsletter.
Radical Religious
Right
Americans of divergent reli-
gions, differing political view-
points; and dissimilar ethnic
backgrounds have joined together
to preserve from the attack of the
Radical Religious Right. our
sacred tranditions. of religious
tolerance and diversity' of
opinion.
Continued to page .13 •
Summer is almost uponus
(thank Gawd!) and with the
warmer temperatures comes the
urge to wander outdoors. Boise
has several established routes for
the happy wanderer .. :the Primer
is here to tell you about them ....
The Boise Greenbelt trail is
perhaps the most well-known.
The Greenbelt trail runs along the
Boise River from Veterans
Memorial Park south to a point
past the Old Penitentiary. Most of
it is paved with asphalt. The Boise.
Parks Department says there are
plans to build a tunnel under
Main Street for Greenbelt hikers
this summer. However, they stress
caution in crossing Main Street
now.
The Greenbelt is used heavily in
the summer time and the only
danger is the occasional
out-of-control roller skater.
The Greenbelt ends at Veterans
Memorial Park on the north side,
and within the park are several
pathways and trails available to
hikers.
There are about 2-2 Yz miles of
surfaced and dirt trails dissecting
the park. The trail system is
designed to accommodate the
handicapped and motorcycles
and horseback riding are
- lorbidden in the park.
The trailswithin the park circle
the marsh, the lake and head up .
Sand Creek ..
... There is poison ivy to deal with
if CIneventures off the trail; and,
of course, the 'wild' bee Of
mosquito is a part of this outdoor
adventure.
Trail brochures with maps of
the pathways are available at the
Park office. .
The Hull's Gulcb Nature Trail
is the only mapped trail that takes
the hiker out of city limits.
It starts atthe end of Eighth
Street on the Boise Front and
proceeds northinto the foothills.
.1t is four miles to the lower -
trailhead and 6Yz miles to the
upper trailhead.
The trail is marked throughout;
however.jt does not run in a loop,
so it might be wise to leave a
vehicle at the other end. There are
restroom facilities; but no
drinking waterisavailable along
the trail.
Wildlife abounds for the hiker ,
including rabbits, mule deer,
lizards, snakes; etc. What you see,
of course, depends on the time of
the year. Things to avoid on the
hike are the Western diamond
back rattler, poison ivy, and
stinging nettles. .
. Firearms, hunting, and
trapping are prohibited along tht
trail. Eighth Street Road is closed
to vehicles from November
IS-May 15, however, the walking
trail is openaUyearround.
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Are there just too many video games invading your space? Is the transformation of your
friends into cybernetic players and TV androids putting a-tempest in your teapot? Hey . ~..
take off your pack, man. Pull the plug with some Mountain Fresh Rainier. Leave all those'
electronic blips and bleeps to the defenders and donkey conquerors- just seek out your own
asteroid and put some R's in your mug.
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Friends Of Poor
Boise River between Lucky Peak
pam .and Veterans Park "is
designated as a special resource
water in our water quality
standards," according to Terry
Keyes, manager of the Water
Quality Planning and Standards
Section, IH&W. "If the public
doesn't see it as objectionable,
then we'll make the change in the
standards," Keyes said.
"They can 'dump' it past Vet's
Park and not need any change in
the water, quality standards." he
said.
The water is virtually drinking
water quality, except for the
temperature and fluoride.' If the
water hasn't cooled sufficiently by
the time it gets to the river, there
also is a plan for it to be held in a
"cooling, pond," located at
Albertson Park.
If the standards revision is
approved, pipeline construction
will probably begin in January
and will take three to four months
'to complete. The system would be
expected Ie be put into use next
October.
conflict over the hundreds of
billions of dollars of oil, natural
gas, and strategic minerals
available under the sea: That's the
bad news. The good news is that
this month.rafter seven long years
of negotiation, the 150 nations of
the United Nations are completing
an unprecedented Treaty to
regulate the use of the sea as a
common heritage.
Last year, after completion of
the writing of the Treaty, the U.S. '
delegate withdrew. General Haig
objected to the composition of the
Global Authority or Council to
implement the Law of the Sea .
Only five of the 36 nations on the
Council were from the industrial-
ized countries. That gave the
Third World an advantage. He
also feared that the formation of
such an international regulatory
Council would set a precedent for
the formation of similar world
Councils to regulate other natural
resources like oil or grain or
uranium.
To support the Treaty: Write
100 Maryland Avenue, NE,
Washington, D.C. 20002.
cides in Vietnam.
The book brings together
Vietnam maps and records' of
herbicide spray flights so veterans
can determine proof of exposure.
, In addition to ,providing
information to veterans, The
Vietnam Map Book can be used as
resource for individuals and·
organizations interested in envi-
ronmental pollution issues.
The book is available in the
BSU Library reference room, and
those interested in using it may
contact Adrien Taylor, BSU
reference librarian, 385-1621.
"
Recently the national poison
center recorded 422 cases of
mouthwash ingestion by young
children. Children see mouthwash
on television and easily pick up on
its attractiveness.
The alcohol content of the
leading mouthwashes is enough to
be deadly to a 2-year old child. A
few examples given in the Chicago
-Sun Times are: Cepacol-14
percent alcohol (28 proof), lethal
dose-l0.9 oz; Listerine - 26.9
,per~ent alcohol (53.8 proof),
lethal dose-5.7 oz; Listermint -
14.2 percent alcohol (28.4 proof),
lethal dose-IO.7 oz; Scope - 18.5
percent alcohol (37 proof), lethal
dose-8.20z; Signal-14.3 percent
alcohol (24 proof), lethal dose -
10.5 oz.
For' comparison, beer contains
'6 percent alcohol, wine contains
14 percent. (Depends on locality).
Ma Bell
The Boise Geothermal Project
(BOP), which is being planred for
the heating of several downtown
.business buildings with natural
hot water, should begin laying
pipes for the heating pro ject in the
spring. The water will come from
two wells on the military reserve
in Northeast Boise and from one
well located near tile old state
penitentiary.
BGP is seeking permission to
discharge the water directly into
the Boise River between Broad-
way Bridge and Veteran's Park
after it has helped heat buildings
downtown. The actual injection
point would probably be set up at
Albertson Park, near where
Americana Boulevard croses the
river. ' ,
A change .in the rules is'
necessary because the water In the
• Cuntinuedfrom page J1
experiences during the war, years.
Now the ideas of community and
self-reliance are a part of the
'national spirit essential in recon-
structing a society and a nation ....If you are interestedin joining
this group, write: People for the
American Way, 1015 18th Street,
N.W., Washington, D.C., 20036 .. Patience For
Nicaragua
What's happening in Ni-
caragua? U.S. press reports,
largely based on dire pronounce-
ments from President Reagan on
down, lead us to think Nicaragua
will go either bankrupt or
communist within weeks. But Fr.
. Rori Saucci of Maryknoll doesn't
think so.
He is based in Hong Kong and
says most of the news reports' he
reads are from European-based
news agencies and tell of both
progress and problems for the
young Nicaraguan government.
Because of the. discrepancies in
reporting, Fr. Saucci recently
visited Nicaragua -,to see for
himself what is happening.: '.
FI. Saucci notes that the World
Bank predicts it will take ten years
for the Nicaraguan economy to
recover from the war and regain
its previous 'high point. The
government c1aims-it can accom-
plish that in five years.
Fr. Saucci's conclusions clearly
are at odds with alarmist reports
coming from our government.
The final outcome of the
Nicaraguan revolution is still to be
seen .... :
Vietnam Map
Book
The BSU Veterans Affairs
Office has donated The Vietnam
Map Book, A Self-Help Guide to
Herbicide Exposure, to the BSU'
Library. '
The book was written by Clark
Smith and Don Watkins, co-
chairmen of The Agent Orance
Verc'ran's Advisory Committee, in
response to the needs of Vietnam
veterans exposed to toxic herbi-
The Maryknoll Sisters, who this
year celebrate their 70th
anniversary, have proven them-
selves to be powerful allies with
the poor and suffering people of
the Third World.
Since Molly Rogers, later
known as Mother Mary Joseph,
gathered a small band of w,smen
together with the idea of working
as foreign missionaries" the
Maryknoll Sisters have created a
history of excellence.
As women they have shared and
continue to share the struggle of
other women in a male-dominated
world, perhaps to a greater degree
since they are a part of an even
more male-dominated Catholic
Church .....
A New Society
Students at the Rusunan-gukwo
secondary school in Zimbabwe
Africa, skipped a recent five-da;
break. Some had no money to
travel,others had lost their
families during a recent war. The
others decided if their friends
couldn't go they wouldn't either.
Besides, there was work to do. It
was planting season and more
benches were needed for the
school. So they stayed and
worked togehter.
Such a spirit characterizes the
new Zimbabwe, previously known
as Rhodesia. -
Self-reliance is a primary value
in the new Zimbabwe. People are
encouraged to provide-as much
for themselves as possible.
A second value of the New
Zimbabwe, is. communitys-More
than one million refugees shared
Mountain Bell customers who
make long distance telephone calls
, from pay phones and bill them to
another number will find that
placing such calls will take a little
longer.
The extra time will be required
for an operator to ring the third
number to ask for acceptance of
the charges.
If no one answers or the line is
busy at the third number, the call
will still go through. But by 1983,
acceptance of a third number
billed call from a coin phone will
be required before such a call will
be completed.
Other alternatives include cal-
ling collect, paying for the call
with coin deposits, or using the
'current Calling Card system that
allows a call to be billed to a home
or office telephone. Such Calling
Cards are available by contacting
a Mountain Bell service represen-
tative. A new Calling Card Service
will be available through most
public telephones by 1983 in
Idaho.
Mouthwash
Geothermal
Who Rules The
Sea?
Jacques Cousteau has predicted
that the oceans might be on the
way toJrreversible death within
ten years. Moreover, rich and
poor' nations could. enter into
Editorial
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contradiction, but it is often from apparent
contradictions that self-evident solutions
finally emerge. One form that shared
sovereignty has tilkenis the condominium- ~
not an owner-occupied' apartment, .but a
compact between two' states over joint
administration of a third territory.
The world's oldest condominium is the
.. tiny territory of Andorra,a 191-square-
. mile region in the Pyrenees between France
and Spain, inhabited by some 21,000
people. France and Spain 'agreed 704 years
ago that sovereignty over the territory
would reside in the kings (later presidents)
of France and the Spanish bishop of Urgel,
The arrangement persists to this day.
Though the people of Andorra are virtually
to the treaty governing use of Antarctica
signed in 1959. It sets guidelines on
scientific and resource use of the continent,
governing 12 signatory nations but
recognizing. no nation's claims of
sovereignty. Essentially; the members of
the treaty agree to disagree on sovereignty'
claims and not to press the issue.
Other models of shared or limited
sovereignty are two numerous to discuss
(for instance: Berlin, Monaco, San Marino,
the Canal .Zone, ever American Indian
reservations). But the point is not that any
, one of these territories offers the ideal
solution to the Falklands; it is that a great
variety of political arrangements short of
full .sovereignty has worked--and still
works-for many small territories, includ-
int some which are of strategic and
'economic importance even greater than
that of the Falklands.
These -models, in fact, may even
represent the vague shape of things to
come for the larger nation-states as well.
The nations of the European Economic
Community, in effect, have ceded a large
measure of their national economic
sovereignty to a confederation, while the
members of NATO have ceded a measure
of their military sovereignty to a territorial
leagure.
Throughout the zou. century, history has
been shaped by the fact that sovereignty is
'divisible, that it can be reduced to
delegations of discrete powers, and that the
diffusion of absolute power is the best
check againsteither tyrannical government
or incompetence.
Is it to much to hope that the outcome in
the Falklands can be one that looks to the
future rather than the past?
1982 Pacific News Service
small annual tithe to France and Spain.
An international, arrangement falling
short of a condominium exists in
Spitsbergen--another strategic and equally
important island roup situated in Arctic
rather than Antarctic waters. Fifty years of
international squabbling over these islands
550 miles north of Norway resulted in a
1920 treaty which granted sovereignty to
Norway but provided, rights to other
nations to exploit the islands' resources. '
• Today Russia and Norway, which are
political enemies, both mine Spitsbergen's
. coal and are negotiating over its offshore
oil. An interesting 'twist to this Spitsbergen
Treaty is that no military base or
fortification can be built on the islands.
This rule still prevails, despite Russian and
NATO wishes to fortify the islands for
defense.
A similar no-military-use, clause pertains
• Continued [rom cover
naturopath Ronald Hoye, who has asked
Ronald Reagan to declare martial law in
Idaho and stop the election. Hoye claims
there can be no legal election because the
state's elected officials have not taken a
.proper oath of office.
Assuming that Reagan will not stop the
election, Idaho voters can choose between,
two candidates with marked differences in
style and background. Mitcheii,a six term
legislator from Lewiston, is running for
lieutenant governor because of the
challenge of the office, and because he feels
"the second highest official in the state
should make more of .a contribution to
solving the state's problems."
Like most' candidates this year, Mitchell
said he considers the economy to be the
most important issue iri the campaign, and'
believes his 30 years experience. as. a
businessman gives him an advantage,' "The
voters thisyear have a choice between, a
young, aggressive man with political
arnbition and a legal. background, or a
'small businessman who knows what it's like
to meet 'payrolls and, weather hard
economic times," he said, "The crisis we
face is economic, not legal. ".
In the last legislative session, Mitchell
voted against a proposal that would have
demanded that tuition be paid by Idaho
college students, buthe said.. "We solved
the student's problem, but not the quality
(of education) problem." Mitchell said the
issue sti1l has to be addressed, and requires
a greater financial commitment from both
students and: the state. .
. David Leroy gave up what is considered'
to be a more influential position, attorney'
general, to run for lieutenant governor.
Leroy makes no bones about wanting to be
governor someday, but decided riot to seek
that post this year in the interest of party
unity. "With two solid Republican
candidates for governor; I decided to wait a
term or two," he said. Accordingto Leroy,
he had decided not to seek another four
years as attorney general because he didn't
want to outlive his enthusiasm for the jab.
"My four years as attorney general were
such a challenge, and' presented, such
unique opportunites ••the One Percent and
three Supreme Court cases-that they would
be toughto top." .
Leroy said he was motivated to seek the
lieutenant governor!s. post Ybecause the
legislative arid executive functions of the
office provide a unique opportunity." He
, said he would work toward creating alist of
the office to become the lead cornmunica-
tor with the federal government on
implementing New Federalism plans and
programs, and would work to apply the
same philosophy. in Idaho by returning
more control to local governments .:
Leroy said that his experience as student
body president of theUnlversity of Idaho
gave him an understanding of the needs of
Idaho students, and that he' has opposed,
and would continue to oppose tuition for
, in-state students.
It will become harder to make an honest
living selling drugs regardless of. who wins
the race for attorney general. All three
candidates, -Republicans. Jim Harris and
Jim Jones and Democrat J.D. Williams,
have targeted stopping the drug trade as a
high priority. Harris, in particular, has
advocated a mandatory minimum sentence
for repeat offenders and violent criminals,
and he considers drug trafficking a violent
crime, '
State auditor Joe Williams has held the
office for 24 years and is trying fot another
term. He may face some competition this
time.from Dean Van Englen, who gave up
an influential seat in the senate to run
against, him. Pete Cenarrusa isjunning
unopposed for secretary of 'state; as is
Marjorie Ruth Moon for state.treasurer. .
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GAME -ROOM
PRESENT COUPON
WHEN YOU LOAD MACHINES
HAVE FUN WHILE YOU
S~~V~
USE THE ATTACHED COUPON NEXT DOOR
AT UNCLE CEDRIC'S GAME ROOM!
GOOD FOR .1 FREE PLAY
WITH EACH LOAD OF
LAUNDRY
Expires. May 15
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So you think the ..,. i gourmet burgers.
only place to grab a . . 'f Or one of our other .
bite after the late' fine meals. Served
show is that hole-in-the- with your favorite
wall tavern at the end of . beverage,
the block? Yes, at The Red Robin 0
. Wrong! The Red Robin's open, even mght owls can get a whole- E
Youcan enjoy one of our 28 different some meal. ~
AMERICA'S GOURMET BURGER MAKER .~
& MASTER MIXOLOGIST ™ ~ .
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CilMJCOlllUIlIAI'lCTURUlhOU$TR,t$ INC ~
Opens EVerywhere
June4
.ON THE LAKE AT PARK CENTER
EAST ON BEACON OFF BROADWAY
. .OPEN EVERYDAY 11AM -1 AM
. . . .
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Phoebe & the Pigeon People 'by Jay Lynch &Gary Whitney; r-Pu~nch~~__---,-~---,--,-~---"
Punch
'''It's a nice idea-he says il we let him out, he'll kill
Norman Mailer."
/
The Mystery Tool
1
«) 1981,_ N1I~ ltd. DIs!. LA.T_ Synd.
"I don't know what I would have done without
Freudian therapy-Sam transferred all hIs aggression
towards me to his analyst ..• and Is now doing ten
years for assault."
The Real PuzzleM' Test Patterns ,•tta"" N& UlI. Dlsl LA. nma Synd.
'''1 bet Barbara Woodhouse would be really proud 01
...... ·us." .~ -
bY.Don Rubin
Have we got some over-
~. stock for you!
Try to match each of the
swatches at the right with its
designer description, which
~ appears below:
:
1)American Dashboard
2) Miami Chaise
3) Barrio Baroque
4) Outhouse Traditional
5) John's Chest
6) Preppy Provincial
7) San .AndreaS Pinstripe
8) Vermont Rubble
9) International Bathroom
10)Op-artistic
11) Colander Classic
12) Wallpaper Whacko
13) Designer Basic
14)Urban Shingle
15) Jane's Legs
16) Burlap Bagatelle
17) Nikon Noveau
18) Insect Institutional
19) I"oundation Formal
20) City View
The Real Puzzle'·~n
Czech, please
Here are the answers to the
"Czech, please" puzzle.
28 tertremo earthquake
20 nolo solitude
34 donkihota quixotic
6 skarabo beetle
27 .nankhoraof~peak
22 kIikhorlogo stopwatch
15 maidIokoj cornflakes
9 tagIibro journal
14 orfiso goldfish
2 (IIarporko porpoise ,
21 dodek uno blackjack
8 mannaIsana seasick
30 vennutkokte1o martini
1 krucvortenigmo cross-
word .
13 pensulo thinker
36 maltrankvJlo anxiety
40 pendbordero'valance
5 sendilo-ricevJJo
walkie-talkie .
11 CJndromerkredo Ash
WedDesday
4 malnovmoda old-Iash-
loned
32 mal$telostarfish
.37 ailriJirposto fan mail
35 kapaudJlo headphones
7' '.okulharo eyelash
18 fJngrattkO knuckle
25 koralrJfo atoll .
19 bestogardeno zoO ,' ..
23 duonfratobaU brother, -
24 ebterduba unquestion-
able .
39 kalkulbJIStono slide' rule
U§J" II...::_....... ·u
DIs!. by LA. T1mes Synd,
"What's happening to us, Jeremy? You don't give me
the creeps anymore.1I .
Book of Mormon--What is its origin?
Recorded Message 376-5885.
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TYPING: Student rates. Fast, reliable. 362-4519.
Leave message on recorder.
.1 Don't Trash It! Donate. your unwanted possessions
for our benefit yardsale, The Snake River Alliance
344'-9161. We'll pick-up.-'-
For Sale: Unused Bill Vaun records; South Capital
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••• 00 •• .'< ill.." Blvd.• Summer Jobs available ..Contact Rodey'sIce Cream":::.3,;..:76-::.,.'9:...:7.;.6~7.~,·_---:-'":-':-:=::- -,-Carla I love you very much. Will you marry me .George. .
";P:-:r:':eg~n~an:':"":'t-a-n'd; 'n--e--e";d'h--e-'-Ip-'?'."'F"re--e-p--r--e--gn--an=-=c--y:-:t:':e'::st:':s-.reaWIll
Birthright. 343-1898 ..
'The Ileal PUzzl8Prize"
You could be a whiner. The first threepeople to'
brlngtheCOrrectanswersfortbis week's Real
puzzle to the SUB UnionStationwiUwin ~wofree
tickets' 'to' iSuiden't.Programs. Board's~film
double fe8ture.TheSPB movies show each
Friday'andSundaY8t "pO'l. •in the Ada Lounge.
.t. "';',"-"'" , .. ,,' "'''- " .....,-,.,.•; ... ,' ;,.,- -,".-.' ...
For Rent near BSU. Two bedroom unfurnished
apartment" $265,' I()()(jOakland; .' two bedroom
unfurnished house $265, 1214 Manitou; Female to
share. furnished house with two girls $100. Fenced
yards.384-0319 or 336-6929. Only if no answer, call
Mr. McCormick 345-4360.
Step right tip to; reserve y6ur dassified"lld)l1tfie
News.'·A dime a word, sign up at the Union Station
"in the SUB from 8:30 am to 4:30pmweekday~., .
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In two locations:
. SUBlobby,
. .
Science
Education.
Bldg. Lobby
i
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Valuable'
coupons .'
given with .
each
purchase!
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, Jvi.tBoise StcdeUniversitY· ..
. StUdent UhionBu'ilciing'
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